Novel features in the tRNA-like world of plant viral RNAs.
tRNA-like domains are found at the 3' end of genomic RNAs of several genera of plant viral RNAs. Three groups of tRNA mimics have been characterized on the basis of their aminoacylation identity (valine, histidine and tyrosine) for aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Folding of these domains deviates from the canonical tRNA cloverleaf. The closest sequence similarities with tRNA are those found in valine accepting structures from tymoviruses (e.g. TYMV). All the viral tRNA mimics present a pseudoknotted amino acid accepting stem, which confers special structural and functional characteristics. In this review emphasis is given to newly discovered tRNA-like structures (e.g. in furoviruses) and to recent advances in the understanding of their three-dimensional architecture, which mimics L-shaped tRNA. Identity determinants in tRNA-like domains for aminoacylation are described, and evidence for their functional expression, as in tRNAs, is given. Properties of engineered tRNA-like domains are discussed, and other functional mimicries with tRNA are described (e.g. interaction with elongation factors and tRNA maturation enzymes). A final section reviews the biological role of the tRNA-like domains in amplification of viral genomes. In this process, in which the mechanisms can vary in specificity and efficiency according to the viral genus, function can be dependent on the aminoacylation properties of the tRNA-like domains and/or on structural properties within or outside these domains.